Topi-CLICK® Micro™ Accessories

**Topi-CLICK® Micro Quick-Fill EMP Jar Adaptor™**
Topi-CLICK® Micro EMP Jar Quick-Fill Adaptor™ makes filling from mixing jars quick and easy.

**Topi-CLICK® Micro Quick-Fill EMP Jar Adaptor™**
SKU#: TT1609  
Description: EMP Jar Adaptor for the Topi-CLICK Micro  
Quantity: 5/Pack

**Topi-CLICK® Micro Driver Socket Bit™**
Triad shaped Micro Driver Socket Bit™ is designed to perfectly conform to the Topi-CLICK® Micro™ Base to make advancing the actuator and priming quick and easy.

**Topi-CLICK® Micro Driver Socket Bit™**
SKU#: TC0910  
Description: Driver addon for the Topi-CLICK Micro  
Quantity: 1/Pack

Topi-CLICK® Accessories

**Topi-Brushes™**
Nozzle Cleaning Brushes
Topi-Brushes were carefully selected to use with the Topi-CLICK Filling Nozzles. The brush bristles are stiff enough to clean different viscosity creams from the nozzles, yet soft and durable to last.

Selecting the correct Topi-Brush for cleaning the Filling Nozzles:
- Use the Small Topi-Brush (SKU#: TT1010) to aid in cleaning the Small Filling Nozzle (SKU#: TT1009)
- Use the Large Topi-Brush (SKU#: TT1410) to aid in cleaning the Large Filling Nozzle (SKU#: TT1409)

**Topi-Brushes™, Small**
SKU#: TT1010  
Description: Nozzle Cleaning Brushes  
Quantity: 5/Pack

**Topi-Brushes™, Large**
SKU#: TT1410  
Description: Nozzle Cleaning Brushes  
Quantity: 5/Pack

**Tap-n-CLICK™ Multiuse Silicone Pads**
Designed with the Patient and Pharmacy in Mind

**CLICK-It**
For the patient, these innovative pads allow for “one-handed” CLICK-dosing™ of formulations. Great for patients with physical challenges.

**Tap-It**
For the pharmacy, these pads provide a sound dampening surface that assists with the tapping out of air bubbles during filling of formulations.

**Tap-n-CLICK™**
SKU: HCTNC  
Description: Silicone Multiuse Pad  
Quantity: 5/Pack

Topi-CLICK® Refill Awareness Labels™
Available for Low Vision Patients

Convenient labels highlight the refill badge area of the 35 mL Topi-CLICK dispensers and reinforce the amount of formulation available until the next refill. Useful for patients with low vision. Clear labels are packaged to offer 90 labels per order.

**Topi-CLICK Refill Awareness Labels™**
SKU: DL0035  
Description: Refill Awareness Labels for 35mL Dispensers  
Quantity: 90 Labels